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We are developing an expert system environment for solving partial differential
equations (PDEs) defined on twO and three dimensional domains on MIMD type paral-
lel machines. According to its design objectives, it will provide a uniform program-
ming environment for implementing parallel MIMD PDE solution solvers. an automatic
partitioning and allocation of the PDE computation, a very high level problem
specification language, an interactive high level environment for grid selection, domain
partitioning and algorithm mapping, a unifonn environment for obtaining software
engineering measurements and a graphical display of solution output.
The //ELLPACK is implemented on a hardware facility consisting of a graphics
workstation supporting Xll window system and connected to NCUBE and SEQUENT
machines through a local network. The software infrastructure includes i) a PDE prob-
lem oriented language processor, ii) a geomerry processing tool which is capable of
generating fixed meshes and their decompositions automatically and interactively, iii)
an algorithm mapper facility for partitioning and mapping the underlying PDE compu-
tation and iv) an expen front end that selects the mesh size, the parallel
algorithm/machine pair and its configuration. In order to support the solution of elliptic
PDEs on fixed meshes, we are building a library of finite difference and element
discretization methods and direclliterative solvers for the NCUBE and SEQUENT
machines.
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[n the next five to ten years we will see the widespread use of computer facilities con-
sisting of layers of hardware systems organized with respect to their capabilities. These
facilities will include powerful graphics workstations, parallel MIMD systems with tens of
processors in the Billion Instructions Per Second (BIPS) class, parallel MIMD systems with
hundreds of processors in several Million Instructions Per Second (kMIPS) class, and spe·
cial parallel architectures suitable for numeric and symbolic processing (SPAN). This new
llardware technology has widened the gap between hardware and applications. The re-
cently established laboratory for Computing About Physical Objects (CAPO) at Purdue
University has established research projects that study the problem and are developing a
software/algorithmic infrastructure that tries to close the gap, at least for certain applica·
tions which are governed by Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). Specifically, we address
the following fundamental research questions:
How does one create a system where parallel PDE algorithms can be designed and spec-
ified in a reasonable time and which provides good implementation mappings to the future
computing facilities?
Our work concentrates on the following components of the above fundamental problem:
1. Develop a parallel PDE solving system for future computer facilities.
2. Develop and analyze partitioning and allocation strategies for PDE computations.
3. Create, analyze and implement parallel PDE solvers.
4. Evaluate new parallel languages and architectures which allow an efficient integration
of numeric and symbolic processing.
In this report we present the design of a PDE system for the parallel processing of
elliptic partial equations (f /ELLPACK) and describe the hardware/software facility and
algorithmic infrastructure used for its implementation.
The parallel ELLPACf( problem solving system consists of an expert system environ-
ment for solving elliptic partial differential equations defined on two and three dimensional
domains using MIMD machines. Its design objective is to provide a uniform program·
ming environment for implementing parallel MIMD PDE solvers, automatic partitioning
and allocation of the PDE computation. a very high level problem specification language,
an interactive high level environment for grid selection, a domain partitioning and map-
ping facility, a uniform environment for obtaining software engineering measurements, and
a graphical display of solution output. The CAPO / /ELLPACK system is implemented on
a hardware facility consisting of a graphics workstation supporting Xll window system and
connected to NCUBE and SEQUENT machines through a wide bandwidth local network.
The software infrastructure of //ELLPACK includes i) a PDE problem oriented language
processor, ii) a geometry processing tool which is capable of generating fi."(ed meshes and
domain decompositions both automatically and interactively, Hi) an algorithm mapper fa-
cility for partitioning and mapping the underlying PDE computation. and iv) an expert
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front-end that selects the discretization mesh. the parallel algorithm/machine pair and its
configuration. The algorithmic infrastructure of / jELLPACK consists of finite difference
and finite element discretization schemes plus direct and iterative solvers based on block,
substructuring, nested-dissection and domain splitting ordering schemes. This infrastruc-
ture is implemented using fixed data structures suitable for the NCUBE and SEQUENT.
This report is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the design objectives of the
system. An overview of its software infrastructure is presented in Section 3. The detailed
description of the / jELLPACK front-end, its functionality and some implementation issues
appear in Section 4. Section 5 gives the design of a back-end for the / /ELLPACK system.
Section 6 describes the architecture of the MIMD PDE library and presents a description
of its individual modules. The / /ELLPACK language and its preprocessor are defined
in Section 7, with complete description of the various options and / /ELLPACK execution
script. Finally, Section 8 is intended for a quick description of the algorithmic infrastructure
necessary to support the //ELLPACK environment. Due to time limitations. this section
is not complete at this version of the report.
2 Design objectives of the j jELLPACK system
One of the main objectives of this system is the creation of a uniform programming en-
vironment in which parallel PDE solvers can be easily implemented and executed. In order
to realize a such computational environment, there is need to establish fixed data structures
and interfaces among the various parts of the computation suitable for the implementation
of parallel algorithms on MIMD architectures. Similar efforts have been tried in the domain
of sequential architectures with success. Parallel processing of an application requires the
partitioning and allocation of the underlying computation to the targeting architecture.
This is usually an untractable problem. It is unrealistic to expect its solution by the novel
user. This system provides an automatic and interactive facility that makes an attempt to
hide the problem or gives the user the ability to solve it by using high levels software tools.
We expect the system to be used for modeling in a production. educational and research
environment. Thus it is necessary for the user to have control on various parameters of the
solution process. In this system. the user is able to control the mesh. geometry partition
and mapping of the computation to the targeting architecture. Parallel processing pro-
vides many alternative solutions to a specific problem. Determining the efficiency of such
solutions in a reliable way is a very crucial goal. This system will provide a uniform envi-
ronment and testbed for obtaining performance measurements. The mesh/algorithm and
configuration/machine selection problems are fundamental problems in parallel processing
that must be solved. In general no analytic solution exists for these problems. Currently we
are studying heuristic and expert system solutions to this problems and we are developing
the appropriate infrastructure. Finally, the visualization of the solution is very essential.
This system provides state of the art graphical displays of the solution and related data. A
tool for the qualitative analysis of the computed PDE solutions is under development. The
current version of / /ELLPACK is a superset of sequential ELLPACK system. The various
:J SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION OF / /ELLPACK
tools developed can be used to support a more general PDE system.
3 Software organization of / /ELLPACK
The software infrastructure of / jELLPACK consists offOUT major components, as shown
in Figure 1; namely, the user front-end interface, an expert system interface supporting
the / /ELLPACK programming environment, the //ELLPACK preprocessor implementing
a high level intermediate PDE problem/computation specification language, libraries of
PDE modules for different parallel architectures and a back-end facility for monitoring the
execution and performance of the PDE computation/architecture and visualizing/analyzing
the PDE solution and its derivatives.
3.1 PDE front-end interface facility
The purpose of this facility is to compose parts of the parallel ELLPACK program
throug"h interactive and graphical man-machine interface tools. Some of these tools support
a natural language type environment for specifying the POE problem and its geometry.
Others implement "intelligent" environment for selecting important parameters of the PDE
computation such as mesh specification. domain decomposition. computation solution, map-
ping of the computation to a targeting architecture and machine solution.
Following we present a brief description of the existing tools. Section 4 contains a
detailed view of its tools and their implementations.
conLtool controls the composition and execution of the //ELLPACK program. It provides
a structural editing facility supporting various operations on the UNIX filing system.
invokes all the fronLend tools, anows the solution of a hardware configuration for
running the /IELLPACK programming environment and it triggers the execution of
the composed / /ELLPACK program.
geo....mad_tool allows the user to specify the boundary of the POE domain and the corre-
sponding boundary conditions in a graphical/textual form.
discr_tool and its corresponding algorithmic infrastructure allows the user to specify var-
ious meshes of the POE geometry and manipulate them interactively.
dam_dec_tool and its corresponding algorithmic infrastructure supports the automatic/manual
specification of a decomposition to the POE domain. This geometry decomposition js
used later to partitioning and allocation of the underlying computation to the selected
parallel architecture.
map_tool supports the specification of a mapping of the partitioning computation to a
specified number of processors according to several criteria or the requirements of the
various solvers. It also makes an attempt to calculate the minimum configuration of
the targeting architecture leading to maximum speedup of the specified computation.





















































FIGURE 1, The organization of //ELLPACK
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solv_tool displays the various solution options to the user. Eventually it will be capable
of making "intelligent~' selections for the user.
compJIlap_tool supports the transformation of 2-D "general" domains into rectangular
ones, together with the specified PDE problem. Its environment is supported by a
numerical conformal mapping algorithmic infrastructure.
symb_tool allows the symbolic manipulation of various continuous and discrete PDE parts
useful for the specification of a mathematical model or its discretization. It will be
supported by one well known symbolic system.
3.2 Intermediate PDE specification language
The ELLPACK system provides an intermediate very high level PDE language [RB85],
which allows the specification of PDE equations and boundary conditions using a mathe-
matical notation, the boundaries of PDE domain by a piecewise parametric representation,
the solution path and its parameters using reserved keywords and output specifications
for the PDE solution and its derivatives. In order to accommodate parallel elliptic PDE
solvers, we have extended the ELLPACK language by introducing special language "seg-
ments" corresponding to the parameters of the parallel PDE solvers, and the characteristics
of the targeting parallel architectures used. Specifically, a machine segment is introduced
for defining a priori the machine configuration and its type or network name. This allows
the / /ELLPACK preprocessor to generate the appropriate initializations and control pro-
gram. Parallel processing of a PDE problem requires the partitioning and mapping of the
underlying computation to the target parallel machine [?J, [?], [7], [7]. In this implementa-
tion of / /ELLPACK, we have considered the solution of the partitioning/allocation problem
using geometry decomposition techniques (nCHHKR89J. For their implementation, we have
introduced a decomposition segment which allows the user to specify a 2-D domain decom-
position and its interfaces. A mapping segment will be implemented soon. Algebraic data
decompositions at [Fox87J and dataflow graph decompositions [?J will be considered and
implemented in the next version of / /ELLPACK.
3.3 / /ELLPACK libraries
The design philosophy of / /ELLPACK assumes that there is a j /ELLPACK library of
PDE solvers for each parallel machine. We believe that this is the most effective way to
exploit the characteristics of each machine and achieve significant performance.
The architecture of a / jELLPACK library for a given parallel machine is based on the
assumption that a MIM:D PDE solver consists of seVen distinct tasks which communicate
with each other through fixed interfaces. These tasks correspond to mathematical steps
needed to obtain a PDE solution in a parallel MillD computational environment. These
steps are: a) PDE domain discretization, b) PDE equation discretization. c) discrete equa-
tions solution, d) partitioning of the underlying computation, e) mapping of the underlying
computation f) preprocessing of the solution data structures and g) Postprocessing of the
3 SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION OF //ELLPACK
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FIGUR.E: 2: An example of a 1/ ELLPACK program
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FIGU R.E 3: The programming view of / jELLPACK system
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output data. The first version I jELLPACK library consists of a. finite element discretization
module for 2.D and 3-D domains, a S·polnt star finite difference module for general 2-D
domains two / jLINPACK and the I jITPACK solution modules [HadjS9]. All the above
modules are driven by the domain decomposition tool. Table 1 depicts the PDE modules
currently available in the I jELLPACK library and their applicability. Several other PDE
solvers exist which are described in section 4.
3.4 / /ELLPACK back-end interface facility
The purpose of this facility is to provide access to various high level facilities, display
various forms of the PDE solution and its derivatives, display the mathematical and com-
putational behavior of the numerical PDE solvers used, access the performance of PDE
solver/machine pairs. "visual" back play the parallel execution of the computation, rec-
ognize/classify the qualitative properties of the solution. This facility can assist scientists
to recognize "sattle" properties of their mathematical models. algorithm designers to tune
their methods and exploit the architectural characteristics of parallel machines and hard-
ware designers to realize the bottlenecks of their machines. This interface facility consists
of three tools:
debug_tool interfaces the user with various debugging facilities.
output-tool displays solutions, its derivatives and approximation errors at various sub-
spaces of the domain definition. It recognizes and reports the qualitative behavior of
the solution.
perf-tool monitors and times the execution of the / /ELLPACK program or its parts and
measures various performance indicators. It displays the performance in various forms
and back plays the computation in various speeds. while allowing the user to visually
observe various aspects of the computation.
This facility is described with some detail in section 5.
4 / /ELLPACK user interface: front-end
In this section we describe in detail, the design, functionality and implementation of
each front-end tool used in the composition of a / /ELLPACK program.
4.1 / /ELLPACK control tool
Tllis tool is used to control the / /ELLPACK tools used to compose a / /ELLPACK
program and execute it in a specified machine. It consists of a structural text editor with
file system operations and a section of buttons for implementing the rest of its functions. The
4 jjELLPACK USER INTERFACE, FRONT-END
TABLE 1: The ((ELLPACK NCUBE library
A. -i'D::IS",C;:R",."M",O:::Do:U=LE:::"'''''=:-:iT==::-=::-::M:::e::tb=oTd:..--r=== _
5 point star Finite difference on general 2-D domains
P2CICOL Quad. spline collocation for rectangular domains
P3CICOL Hermite collocation for general 2-D domains
P3C2CQL Cubic spline collocation for rectangular domains
Finite Element Linear quad. elements on general domains
13
B. ((SOLUTION MODULE Ordering Scheme Method
Jacohi-CG block, arrow-head Jacobi conjugate gradient
Jacobi-S1 block, arrow-head Jacobi with Chebyshev
acceleration
SOR block, arrow-head Successive Over Relaxation
SSOR CG block, arrow-head Symmetric SOR conjugation
gradient
SSOR SI block. arrow-head Symmetric SOR with Chebyshev
acceleration
Jacobi Schwarz block Schwarz splitting with Jacobi
iterations
GS Schwarz block Schwarz splitting with Gauss-Seidel
iterations
Band Gauss Elimination block Gauss Elimination
~I'fultilevel Elimination block Gauss Elimination
C. ,-:T::R.;::IP7':L:;:E:.;M:rr0:.:D::,Uc;L;E;'-,"'===,.".:A""::'"Uffi'2'P;ti:::OUS::;:- _
5-point star/Jacobi-51 Strip domain partitioning
5-point star/Jacobi-CG Strip domain partitioning
.5-point star/Schwarz Tensor product rectangular splitting
P3C2 spline/Schwarz Tensor product rectangular partitioning
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supporting the functionality of each tool. Eventually the tool will be able to select its
own hardware configuration based on the "status" of the computer network available at a
given time. The typeset button causes the display of the PDE equations in a typesetting
form. The help button provides some operational type information of thls environment and
lists assumptions and various disclaimers. Finally, the execute button activates a menu of
parallel machines that the specified / /ELLPACK program can run. The layout of this tool
is depicted in Figure 4.
The current implementation of the control tool can be described as follows:
Applicability: General PDE solving systems based on same textual intermediate PDE
language.
Input: Parts or entire j/ELLPACK program.
Output, Final / /ELLPACK pwgram.
Interdependencies: It can stand alone or allows other tools to produce the j/ELLPACK
segments.
Implementation tools used: its new version will be implemented using SUNVIEWS un-
der Xll window system. The communication with other tools, is currently imple-
mented using the RPC mechanism. A distributed support system ISIS is under
consideration for implementing the distributed processing of the //ELLPACK pro-
gramming environment.
Tool library: Description and location (to be filled later) /u27jpellpackj ...
4.2 Geometry modeling tool
This facility is used for the specification of the boundary of PDE domain using a cursor
driver devise (i.e mouse) and edit the corresponding boundary conditions to each boundary
segment. In the ELLPACK language the boundary of a 2D PDE domain is described in
terms of the parametric representation of its boundary segments [Rice13]. Thus this tool is
expected to generate thls boundary representation and send it to the jjELLPACK control
tool. The environment of this tool is depicted in Figure o. It allows the user to draw
the boundary of 2D domains using polynomial segments. The degree of the polynomials
is determined by specifying appropriate number of control points. Similar more powerful
geometry modeling facilities that handle 3D domains are under development by the CAPO
geometry group. We plan to interface them in the near future with the j/ELLPACK system.
The current implementation of this tool is as follows:
Applicability: 2D domains with holes.
Input: A set of graphical polynomial or textual parametric equation segments with or
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FIGURE 4: The layout of the / /ELLPACK control tool
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FiGURE 5: The layout of the //ELLPACK geometry modeling tool
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graphicalfromtransformationstheandlibrariesies using XU
to textual using C.
Output: A set of parametric boundary segments and boundary conditions.
Local Data Structures: List of boundary segments. For each segment we keep its de-
scription the boundary conditions associated with it and graphical information like its
position on the screen. We also need to take care of holes which can be represented
like regular boundary segments.
Implementation language: The window layout is implemented in SUNVIEWS, the graph-
Tool library: Description and location (to be filled later)
4.3 Domain discretization tool
This tool allows the specification and manipulation of finite difference and element
meshes. We ass lIme that a finite difference mesh consists of a. set of N grid or node points
{ni(x,y,Z)}~l with coordinates {x(ni),y(n;)}~l iLnd a set of identifiers {id(n;)}~l indi-
cating the position of the nodes with respect to the boundary of the PDE domain. In the
case of finite element meshes, we need additional data structures which indicate the con-
nectivity of each node {wn;} ~1 and the NE elements {emj(nil' ... , nik)}~~· In the above
notation ni and mj indicate orderings of the nodes and elements.
4.3.1 2-D domains
This tool is supported by automatic finite difference and finite element mesh generators.
Furthermore, it allows the user to manipulate the automatically generated meshes. Figure
6 describes a tool for specifying 2-D orthogonal meshes. Specifically, the user can define
uniform meshes in x and y, add vertical (horizontal) lines by pointing and clicking the
middle mouse button, while moving lines by clicking the right mouse hutton, assuming we
have previously selected the x or y mode. The tool currently is using an orthogonal mesh
generator applied to a specified orthogonal region contajning the PDE domain. It accepts
as input the parametric representation of the boundary and generates an overlay grid with
geometrical and topological data structures. Table 2 presents an instance of these data
structures for a x 2 + y2 = 1 circular domain and uniform grid. The detailed description
of this domain processor is presented in [Rice13]. We have developed a finite element mesh
generator that accepts as input, an orthogonal mesh overlay and produces a finite element
mesh consisting of rectangular elements. Table 3 describes the data structure of the finite
element rectangular mesh. We are developing a finite element triangular and quadrilateral
mesh generator, which will be based on the orthogonal grid overlays. In the meantime, we
will try to interface existing 2-D mesh generators.
The current implementation of the domain discretization tool has as follows:
Purpose: Specify mesh decomposition automatically and interactively
1 / / ELLPACK USER INTERFACK FRONT-END
TABLE 2: The data. structures of a uniform orthogonal mesh for a circular
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TABLE 3: A tinite element mesh in rectangular elements based on the or-
tho~onal mesh of Table 2
19
Number c':: Elern. =:lemen'C desc:::-i.?tion Number of E!em. 21emem:. desc==-ption
c 1 8 9 2 35 39 49 50 40
2 2 9 10 3 36 40 50 51 41
3 3 10 n . 37 4.1 51 52 4.2
4 4 H 12 , 38 42 52 53 43
0 5 12 D 6 '0 43 53 54 4~o.
6 7 16 17 3 40 45 55 56 .-,0
7 3 17 13 c 41 .. 56 57 47_0
3 9 18 19 cO 42 <7 57 S8 48
9 10 19 20 1::'.. <3 48 53 59 49
:0 ::'1 20 "' :'2 44 43 59 60 50-
11 c2 2l 22 D ,. 50 60 61 =. ~,0
12 D 22 23 " 46 51 61 62 52c3 c5 25 25 ' . 47 52 62 63 53.0
2.4- c5 26 27 l7 48 53 63 64 54
15 17 27 28 c8 49 55 65 66 56, . 18 28 29 19 50 56 66 67 57_0
17 19 29 30 20 51 57 67 68 58
18 20 30 31 21 52 58 68 69 59
19 21 3::'.. 32 22 53 59 69 70 60
20 22 32 ~~ 23 54 60 70 71 61
21 23 33 34 24 55 61 71 72 62
22 25 35 36 25 56 62 72 73 63
23 26 36 37 27 57 66 75 /6 67
2~ "' 37 38 28 58 67 76 77 68,:; 28 33 39 29 S9 68 Ii 78 65
O' 29 39 40 30 60 69 78 79 70..:..':l
2"1 30 40 4! -, 61 70 79 80 E~-
28 31 41 42 32 62 71 80 81 72
29 32 42 ,- 33 63 72 81 82 73,0
30 33 43 44 34 64 76 83 84 ii
31 35 45 46 35 65 77 84 85 78
32 36 46 47 37 66 7B 85 86 79
33 37 47 48 38 67 79 86 87 80
34 38 48 49 39 68 80 87 88 81
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Input: Grid segment or no input
Output: Grid segment
20
Discussion: For more information consult the relevant technical report. Tills tool allows
the specification and manipulation of finite difference and element meshes. The func-
tionality of the tool is depicted in Figure 6. Currently it genera.tes 20 orthogonal
meshes. The development of 3D capabilities is under way.
4.3.2 3-D orthogonal grid processor
4.3.3 3-D domains
The specification of 3-D objects and their discretization is not a trivial issue. We plan
to cooperate with the CAPO geometry group and implement various solutions to the above
problem. In the mean time. we will attempt to integrate into the / jELLPACK environment
the 3-D domain processor developed by Alex Chen.
The current implementation of the domain processors and mesh generators:
2-D domain processor: (Rice 13)
Applicability: 2-D domain with holes. It assumes parametric representation of the domain
boundary.
Input: Parametric representation of the boundary, an overlay grid.
Output: Geometric and topological information about the overlay grid with respect to the
boundary (see Table 3).
Implementation language: Fortran
Library: Describe and location (to be filled in later)
2-D rectangular finite element mesh generator:
Applicability: 2-D domain with holes.
Input: 2-D domain processor output.
Output: Finite element mesh in quadrilateral elements.
Implementation language: Fortran
Library: Describe and location (to be filled in later)
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loIGURE 6: The layom of the domain discretization tool
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TABLE 4: The data structure generated by the 3-D processor for the domain
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Number of grid points per axis 10 10 10
x interval [-5.0 5. OJ
y interval [-5.0 5. OJ, interval [-5.0 , 5. OJ































Number of grid point per axis 10 10 10
I,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
36 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 11
35 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 12
34 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 13
33 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 14
32 425 426 427 428 429 430 431 432 15
31 441 442 443 444 445 446 447 448 16
30 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 17
29 473 474 475 476 477 478 479 480 18
28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19
2,
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46
72 44038 12039 12040 12041 12042 12043 12044 28047 47
71 40071 B378 8379 8380 8381 8382 B383 24048 48
70 40070 8394 8395 8396 8397 8398 8399 24049 49
69 40069 8410 8411 8412 8413 8414 8415 24050 50
68 40068 8426 8427 8428 8429 8430 8431 24051 51
67 40067 8442 8443 8444 8445 8446 8447 24052 52
66 40066 8458 8459 8460 8461 8462 8463 24053 53
65 41063 9062 9061 9060 9059 9058 9057 25054 54
64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55
3,
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82
108 36074 4075 4076 4077 4078 4079 4080 20083 83
107 32107 999 999 999 999 999 999 16084 84
106 32106 999 999 999 999 999 999 16085 85
105 32105 999 999 999 999 999 999 16086 86
104 32104 999 999 999 999 999 999 16087 87
103 32103 999 999 999 999 999 999 16088 88
102 32102 999 999 999 999 999 999 16089 89
101 33099 1098 1097 1096 1095 1094 1093 17090 90
100 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91
4,
109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118
144 36110 4111 4112 4113 4114 4115 4116 20119 119
143 32143 999 999 999 999 999 999 16120 120
142 32142 999 999 999 999 999 999 16121 121
141 32141 999 999 999 999 999 999 16122 122
140 32140 999 999 999 999 999 999 16123 123
139 32139 999 999 999 999 999 999 16124 124
138 32138 999 999 999 999 999 999 16125 125
137 33135 1134 1133 1132 1131 1130 1129 17126 126
136 135 134 133 132 131 130 129 128 127
5,
145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154
180 36146 4147 4148 4149 4150 4151 4152 20155 155
179 32179 999 999 999 999 999 999 16156 156
178 32178 999 999 999 999 999 999 16157 157
177 32177 999 999 999 999 999 999 16158 158
176 32176 999 999 999 999 999 999 16159 159
175 32175 999 999 999 999 999 999 16160 160
174 32174 999 999 999 999 999 999 16161 161
173 33171 1170 1169 1168 1167 1166 1165 17162 162
172 171 170 169 168 167 166 165 164 163
6,
181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190
216 36182 4183 4184 4185 4186 4187 4188 20191 191
215 32215 999 999 999 999 999 999 16192 192
214 32214 999 999 999 999 999 999 16193 193
213 32213 999 999 999 999 999 999 16194 194
212 32212 999 999 999 999 999 999 16195 195
211 32211 999 999 999 999 999 999 16196 196
210 32210 999 999 999 999 999 999 16197 197
209 33207 1206 1205 1204 1203 1202 1201 17198 198
208 207 206 205 204 203 202 201 200 199
7,
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226
252 36218 4219 4220 4221 4222 4223 4224 20227 227
251 32251 999 999 999 999 999 999 16228 228
250 32250 999 999 999 999 999 999 16229 229
249 32249 999 999 999 999 999 999 16230 230
248 32248 999 999 999 999 999 999 16231 231
247 32247 999 999 999 999 999 999 16232 232
246 32246 999 999 999 999 999 999 16233 233
245 33243 1242 1241 1240 1239 1238 1237 17234 234
244 243 242 241 240 239 238 237 236 235
8,
253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262
288 36254 4255 4256 4257 4258 4259 4260 20263 263
287 32287 999 999 999 999 999 999 16264 264
286 32286 999 999 999 999 999 999 16265 265
285 32285 999 999 999 999 999 999 16266 266
284 32284 999 999 999 999 999 999 16267 267
283 32283 999 999 999 999 999 999 16268 268
282 32282 999 999 999 999 999 999 16269 269
281 33279 1278 1277 1276 1275 1274 1273 17270 270
280 279 278 277 276 275 274 273 272 271
9,
289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298
324 38376 6375 6374 6373 6372 6371 6370 22299 299
323 34392 2391 2390 2389 2388 2387 2386 18300 300
322 34408 2407 2406 2405 2404 2403 2402 18301 301
321 34424 2423 2422 2421 2420 2419 2418 18302 302
320 34440 2439 2438 2437 2436 2435 2434 18303 303
319 34456 2455 2454 2453 2452 2451 2450 18304 304
318 34472 2471 2470 2469 2468 2467 2466 18305 305
317 35315 3314 3313 3312 3311 3310 3309 19306 306
316 315 314 313 312 311 310 309 308 307
10,
325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334
360 376 375 374 373 372 371 370 369 335
359 392 391 390 389 388 387 386 385 336
358 408 407 406 405 404 403 402 401 337
357 424 423 422 421 420 419 418 417 338
356 440 439 438 437 436 435 434 433 339
355 456 455 454 453 452 451 450 449 340
354 472 471 470 469 468 467 466 465 341
353 488 487 486 485 484 483 482 481 342
352 351 350 349 348 347 346 345 344 343
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4.4 Domain decomposition tool
This tool is used to decompose the continuous and discrete PDE geometry in "bal-
anced" sUbdomains and recursively subdivide the interface of subdomains in "balanced:'
subregions. The final objective of this geometry decomposition tool is to generate "opti-
mal" decomposition, which Can be used to partition the underlying computations or PDE
problems into communicating processes or "smaller" PDE problems and the allocation of
these "smallerll PDE parts to the targeting hardware facility. The functionality of the
domain decomposition tool is defined by the window displayed in Figure 7.
Specifically this tool currently accepts as input, a finite element mesh as defined in Section
4.3 and produces a decomposition of this mesh into predefined number of subdomains, which
equal to the number of processors in the specified machine configuration. Each domain and
interface is colored differently, based on the displayed color map. The user can change
the coloring (assignment) of elements by clicking the left button of the mouse. first in the
appropriate entry of the color map and then in the element or region of elements (holding
down the middle button). This tool is currently supported by seven different algorithms
[ChrisXX]. Some of them require an initial guess. which can be randomly generated or use
the currently available one. The optimality of the specified "balanced" partition is defined
with respect to the length of the interfaces among the subdomains. This is measured in
terms of the amount of interface points in the case of 2-D regions and it is displayed together
with the time required to generate the automatic decomposition. The performance and
philosophy of the various decomposition techniques used are discussed in [ChrisXX]. The
user can change the number of subdomains while he is operating within this tool, and save
the final decomposition in a textual form in the currently composed j jELLPACK program.
The tool Can operate while a j jELLPACK program is in execution. This tool depends on
the output of the discr_tool, thus one excludes the use of the other. This is visible in the
control tool window.
The current implementation of this tool is as follows:
Applicability: 2-D and 3-D finite element meshes. Can operate recursively on the inter-
faces.
Input: Finite element meshes generated by the discr-tooL
Output: It is described in Table 5.
Implementation languages and tools: Some of the algorithms are implemented in FOR·
TRAN and some in C. The control window is implemented in SUNVIEWS. the graph-
ics in Xll libraries, and the communication using RPC.
Tool library: Description and organization (to be filled in later)
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FIGURE 7: The layout and functionality of the domain decomposition
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TABLE 5: Output data. structures of the domain decomposer and tools
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4.5 Mapping computation tool
This tool tries to address two important parallel processing issues. First it tries to de-
termine the optimum configuration/machine pair for running the specified computation in
the / jELLPACK program, such as maximum speedup is obtained. We plan to implement
solutions for sequential, hypercube and bus architecture machines. Second, it applies static
mapping schemes to the partitioning computation compatible to the algebraic data struc-
ture and solvers used. In this environment, the user will be able to visualize the mappings,
modify them or define his own. The first design of this environment is depicted in Figure
8. It assumes a hypercube architecture and the capability of displaying various cubes.
4.6 PDE solver specification tool
In the / /ELLPACK environment, their will be more than one solution paths to a given
problem. The solution of the path can be done in three levels. First the user can specify a
solution path manually by consulting the //ELLPACK manual and using the computation
segments of the / /ELLPACK language. Second an advisor system will be available. which
will indicate to the user the possible applicable solution paths to the given problem. This
facility eliminates the reference to the / /ELLPACK manual, but the final decision is still
left to the user. Finally, an expert system will be interfaced, capable of making the final
solution for the user. In the case of sequential ELLPACK, we will use the advisor/expert
system developed by Dyksen and Gritter [DyksXX]. For the / /ELLPACK modules, a similar
system is under development. Figure 9 presents the layout of this tool. Most of its buttons
or menus correspond to the / /ELLPACK language segments.
4.7 DomainJPDE tranformation tool
This tool supports the convertion of the specific PDE problem into a mathematically
equivalent one, defined on simple domains (Le. circular, rectangular). Usually, the trans-
formed PDE problem can be solved faster and more accuratelly by many additional solvers.
Furthermore the canverted problem can be processed much easier in parallel or vector mode.
Ribbens and Rice [rr87] have developed appropriate algorithms/software infrastructure for
this mapping. We are also developing an interface to the conformal mapping package BCM-
PACK [War89]. The / /ELLPACK system will provide the parametric representation of the
PDE domain as input to this package. BCMPACK willidentify the singularity points, map
the given domain conformally to the unit disc (or the unit square) and return the map-
ping function to the / /ELLPACK system. We plan to integrate both this infrastructure
to / /ELLPACK and support an enviroment that does these transformations easily and
interactivelly.
4.8 Symbolic manipulation and discretization tool
The study and solution of a mathematical model usually requires the transformation of
the mathematical quantities involved. These transformations can be symbolic. information
~ I/ELLPACK r;SER INTERFACE: FRONT-END









MAPPING TOOL Subdomains :
EJ I Get Mapping I IH",dcopy I 1 I 2 I j I 4
5 I 6 I 7 I s
Avai1:J.ble Algorithms : 0 I I IKeeLin 9 10 11 12
0 GGM_algor. 13 I 14 I 15 I 16
0 XYZ_algor.
Initial r,'Iapping : oCurrent oRandom
FIGURE 8: The layout of the mapping tool window
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FIGURE 9: The layout of the PDE solver specification tool
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preserving or approximating. Symbolic transformations can be applied. [or instance. in
the input data of the mathematical model. Information preserving transformations include
operations such as, solving an equation with respect to a variable. Discretization of a con-
tinuous domain, a PDE problem and terms of the PDE and domain decompositions, are
examples of approximating transforma.tions. So far, we have seen several tools implementing
the above transformations. This tool will use a symbolic algebra system to apply trans·
formations to the input data/intermediate results and derive suitable PDE discretization
schemes. This environment is under development.
4.9 Expert system tool interface
The purpose of this component is to support an intelligent protocol among the various
tools which implements their synchronization. Furthermore it will be capable of selecting
the network configuration to be used for the efficient execution of the //ELLPACK front
and back end. This component is currently implemented through appropriate scripts while
the selection of the network computational facility is done manually by the user through
the control / /ELLPACK enviroment by activating the machine button.
5 / /ELLPACK user interface: back-end
The tracing and monitoring of the execution of a parallel program and the high level
visualization of the computed solution, are important features of a well designed system.
In this solution, we present tools that implement the above functionality.
5.1 Performance monitoring tool
A preliminary functionality of this facility is given in Figure 10. Certain option (time.
back play, etc. ) should be inserted in the / /ELLPACK file (prog.e) together with associated
options for the execution script (-d playback). This way during the execution of the parallel
/ /ELLPACK program the timing and event information are collected and dumped into the
Iile (prog.p). This facility will preprocess this file to resolve and extract the data needed.
Currently we are using xgraph to display the timing and seecube (Cou87], to play back the
execution. The layout of the backplay facility is depicted in Figure 10.
5.2 Execution and output display tool
This tool supports the execution and monitoring of the computation, display various
forms of the solution and its derivatives, and displays graphical forms of the PDE solver
convergence indicators. A design of the tool's layout is presented in Figure 12.
The output specifications related to solution and PDE solver's convergence indicators
are currently displayed by X-ELLPACK output facility [Bono 89]. A data display package
NCSA [ ] using the HDF format is going to be used for the output display. This facility
provides many functions for the manipulation of 3-D data including slicing.
., i/ELLPACK USER INTERFACE, BACK-END
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IIELLPACK
Performance Monitoring Facility
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FIGURE: 12: The layout of the performance monitoring tool
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5.3 Debugging support facility
This facility consists of several debugging tools for parallel macrunes. Currently it
involves the following tools a) NDB: An interactive, symbolic, source level debugger [Para
88J, b) a facility for tracing the action of communication primitives [GIIPN 89] and c) a
stand alone simulater [Int 87J.
6 j jELLPACK modules and interfaces
The architecture of the / /ELLPACK library is based on the assumption that an MIMD
PDE solver consists of seven distinct tasks which communicate with each other through
fixed interfaces. These tasks correspond to mathematical steps needed to obtain a PDE
solution in a parallel MillD computational environment. These steps are: a) PDE do-
main discretization, b) PDE equation discretization, c) Discrete equations solution, d)
Partitioning of the underlying computation. e) Mapping of the underlying computation f)
Preprocessing of the solution data structures and g) Postprocessing of the output data.
6.1 Distributed memory MIIvID module interfaces
This topic is still an open area of research, thus there are no established standards or well
identified efficient data structures. We plan to experiment with various alternatives. In
our first implementation of this library we assume that the partition and mapping of the
computation is determined on the discretization mesh using the geometry decomposer. The
data of the domain decomposer are distributed in all processors. For the time being, in
order to take advantage of the existing discretization modules at the front end or host of
the paraliel machine we do global indexing of the unknowns and equations and broadcast
it to individual processors. Each individual processor generates only the equations he is
going to process associated with the subdomains. The algebraic data are stored locally in
sparse mode using the same data structures as ELLPACK with some additional structures
for the interface or overlapping data assuming either block or substrocturing or wrap· around
orderin!!,; schemes. In the case of multisegment ELLPACK PDE solvers the solution is
obtained in four steps or phases. Following we describe the current implementation of these
phases:
Phase 1 deals with domain discretization, and partitioning of the underlying computation.
This phase takes place in the frontend or host of the parallel system.
Phase 2 generates and stores the distributed data in the local memories of the available
processors in a predefined ordering scheme.
Phase 3 carries out the solution of the discrete PDE system on the algebraic data structure
defined in Phase 2.
Phase 4 deals with postprocessing of the solution and its derivatives.
Notice that the last phase could take place asynchronously.
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6.1.1 Machine configuration interface
The IIELLPACK program initializes the following variables that specify the machine char-
acteristics;
i9cdln = the dimension of the cube to be used.
i9chan = the ehanell associated with the allocated cube.
i9nrpo = the number of processors in the cube (i9npro = i9cdim::l
i9topo = the topology that will be embedded in the hypercube. Possible
values are 1 for none (default), 2 for ring, 3 for 2-dimensional grid
and 4 for spanning tree.
i9node = the node address. (ON NODE ONLY)
i9proc = the process id. (ON NODE ONLY)
i9host = the host address. (ON NODE ONLY)
i9nnei(i) = an array of length i9cdim containing the nearest neighbors. (ON
NODE ONLY)
Depending on the value of i9lopo the following variables are initialized.
i9nnxt, i9nprv ;::: the next and previous nearest neighbors. (ON
NODE ONLY)
i9neas. i9nwes, i9nsou, i9nnor 0= the east, west, south and north nearest neighbors.
(ON NODE ONLY)
i9npar, i9nsol, iDson2 = the parent and the two sons (ON NODE ONLY)
i9mapp(i) 0= an array of length i9npro (we assume that the num·
ber of subdomains equals the number of processors)
the processor that subdomain i will be assign to. (It
is not initialized for i9topo = L) (ON HOST ONLY)
6.1.2 Domain decomposition interface
Currently the domain decomposition interface consist of the following variables and
arrays:










= number of subdomains
= number of interfaces
= max number of local equations
i = L i9ndom+l = pointer array for the interior grid points for each
domain i ( points to array i9grdp)
i = 1, Wnint+l ;:: pointer array for the interface grid points for each
interface i ( points to array i9illtp )
i = 1, i9pgrd(i9ndom+l)-1 = this array holds all the interior grid
points
i = 1, i9pint{i9nint+l)-1 = this array holds all the interface grid
points
= the connectivity of node i (ON NODE ONLY)
= the connectivity for current node i (ON HOST ONL Y)
6.1.3 Indexing Interface
In this implementation of the library the indexing is done inside the discretization mod-
ules. vVe plan to make separete indexing modules soon and specify their interfaces.
6.1.4 Discretization Interface





the number of the local equations generated,
the number of the local interface equations generated,
the number of all the interface equations generated.
Note that the ELLPACK's variable IlN EQ N represents the global number of equations
generated and the two arrays RICOEF and IlIDCO contain only local data.
6.2 Distributed memory MIMD modules
In this section we briefly describe the modules of the current hypercube / /ELLPACK
library. Most of the modules are parallelized versions of the corresponding sequential ELL-
PACK ones. The interested reader should refer to [RB85] for their complete description.
Table 1 presents a brief view of the existing //ELLPACK library, the compatibility of the
modules and their applicability. It is worth noticing that the direct solvers require the
wrap-around indexing, while the iterative solvers can be applied to block or substructuring
indexing algebraic data structures.





PURPOSE: Discretizes second order linear elliptic partial differential equations on general
domains.
PARAMETERS: ORDER (= 1 for substrueturing, 2 for block and 3 for wrap-arround
indexing) ..
PARALELLISM: The part of the module that runs on the host generates the numbering
of the unknowns and more speciffically fills in an internal to the module array which
contains the numbering of the unknowns/equations. This array is the distributed to
the node processors which the generate the equations locally (by filling up the rieoel
and ilidco arrays).
REFERENCES, [RES5]
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MODULE, GAUSS ELIMINATION
AUTHOR: H.C. Karathanasis and E.A. Vavalis
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SOLUTION
PURPOSE: Solves a real system of linear equations.
METHOD: Solves a. real system by producing an LU factorization of the coefficient matrix
using Gauss elimination with scaled partial pivoting. This module is based on the
general solver of the LINPACK library.
PARAMETERS: None.
MAPPING, Ring.
PARALLELISM: The matrix is partitioned in a collumnwise wrap-around fashion. In
each step of the LU factorization, a processor acting as root. finds the pivot index and
broadcasts (using minimum spanning tree) the elimination information to the other
processors. The solution phase is based. on the Cyclic-Vector-Sum and requires only
nearest neighbor communication on the ring.
PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES: For a linear system of N equations. each processor
is assigned AIC columns (l~J ~ MC ::; l~J). where P is the number of processors
used. The local part of the generated matrix. in each processor has size ]vIC *N. Only
the local parts of the right hand side and the solution vector are stored (both of size
MC).
REFERENCES, [DBMS79] [HRVSS]
6 //ELLPACK MODULES AND INTERFACES
MODULE, BAND GE NO PIVOTING
AUTHOR: H.C. Karathanasis and E.A. Vavalis
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SOLUTION
PURPOSE: Solves a real banded system of linear equations.
METHOD: Solves a real banded system by producing an LU factorization of the coeffi-
cient matrix using Gauss elimination without pivoting. This module is based on the
general band solver of the LINPACK project.
PARAMETERS, None.
MAPPING, Ring.
RESTRICTIONS: The band system must be solvable by Gauss elimination without piv-
oting.
PARALLELISM: The matrix has been reformatted into the LINPACK band storage
mode and partitioned in an collumnwise wrap-around fashion. In each step of the LU
factorization. a processor acting as root, finds the pivot index and broadcasts (using
minimum spanning tree) the elimination informa.tion to the other processors. The
solution phase is based on the Cyclic-Vector-Sum and requires only nearest neighbor
communication on the ring.
PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES: For a linear system of N equations with M L lower
diagonals and MU upper diagonals, each processor is assigned Me columns (l]';-J ::;
lvIC ::; l~J), Where P is the number of processors lIsed. The local part of the
generated matrix in each processor has size (lvI L + AI U + I) '" lvIC. 0 nly the local
parts of the right hand side and the solution vector are stored (both of size A-fC).
REFERENCES, [DBMS79j [HRV881
6 //ELLPACK MODULES AND INTERFACES
MODULE, PARALLEL SPARSE NO PIVOTING
AUTHOR,MoMu
PURPOSE: Solves a system of linear equations.
39
SOLUTION
METHOD: Computes the LU decomposition of the sparse coefficient matrix of the linear
system and solve the resulting system. No pivoting is used.
PARAMETERS: None
RESTRICTIONS: It ~sumes a two-way Nested Dissection ordering.
REFERENCES, [MR88]








AUTHOR: H.C. Karathanasis. M.Ie Samartzis and E.A. Vavalis
.\0
SOLUTION
PURPOSE: Solve a system of symmetric positive definlte or nearly symmetric linear
equations.
METHOD: All the modules with the exception of JACOBI FRANKEL are based on
the symmetric ITPACK modules [RB85]. The JACOBI FRANKEL module is based
on the second order Richardson method and it has almost the same convergence
behavior with Jacobi 51 module. Furthermore, it is applicable to non-consistently
ordered matrices without property A.
PARAMETERS: The optional parameters available in the sequential modules are re-
tained. The new parameter PARALLEL is used to specify the ordering scheme as-
sumed. For the substructuring ordering PARALLEL = 1, while it takes the value 2
for the block ordering scheme.
PARALLELISM: In the case of substrueturing ordering or "arrow" head algebraic data
structures each block of interior equations is designed to a different processor, while
the interface equations are partitioned and allocated to specified processors_ Each
processor updates its interior and all interface unknowns according to the specified
iteration method and broadcasts the interface unknown vector to the rest of the pro-
cessors. A fun-in, fun-out algorithm is used to perform the inner products required
for the adaptive and stepping procedures. For the blocked ordered equations, each
processor i operates on the mith block of equations, unknowns and right-hand side.
Depending on the bandwidth of the block system and the number of processors used
the mapping mi is selected to correspond to a ring or 2d-grid interconnection of pro-
cessor. This approach involves mostly nearest neighbor exchanges of one dimensional
arrays and global exchanges of scalars.
MAPPING: Ring, 2d-grid or none
PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES: These modules require a workspace (per processor)
as follows:













7ng + 4ngf + k ngmax
6ng + 4ngf
n == number of local equations
ngl == total number of interior equations
ngf == total number of interface equations
ng == ngf + ngi
ngmax = max(ngi,2 ng[)
ngmax == "2 if matrix is symmetric
== 4 otherwise
REFERENCES, [KRYG82!, I?]·
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MODULE, SCHWARTZ CUBIC SPLINE COLLOCATION
AUTHOR, E. A. V.valis
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TRIPLE
PURPOSE: Approximates the solution of second order linear elliptic operators defined
on rectangular domains and subject to Dirichlet or Neuman boundary conditions.
METHOD: Applies collocation method based on tensor product cubic splines. The Schwartz
alternating method based on Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterative schemes is used to solve
the collocation coefficient equations.
PARAMETERS: SCHEM specifies the iterative method used for implementing the in-
teraction among the subdomains. Currently possible values are SCHEM=l for J acohi
(default) and SCHEM=2 for Gauss-Seidel.
RESTRICTIONS: This module is applicable for 2d rectangular domains subdivided into
rectangular subdomains having up to four neighbors.
MAPPING, 2d-grid.
PARALLELISM: In the current implementation the discretization is done on the host
and the collocation linear system is distributed to the nodes. A 2-dimensional-grid
mapping of the computation is used and only nearest neighbor communication re·
quirements occur for the pseudo-boundary unknowns.
REFERENCES, [HVR88], [IIRV88].
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MODULE: SQUARE MESH
AUTHOR: 1'10!vIu
PURPOSE: Decomposes a rectangular domain
43
PROCEDURE
METHOD: A rectangular domain is decomposed into a two-dimensional mesh. The in-
terfaces of the square mesh are further subdivided using the two-way nested dissection




Number of subdomains should be of the form 2' x 2~.
PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES: A work space of lenght lOP IS required (P is the
number of processors).
REFERENCES: [MRSS].
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6.3 Shared memory PDE library
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The first I jELLPACK shared MIMD PDE library will be based on the modules of
the distributed / jELLPACK library. The distributed communication primitives will
be implemented using common blocks.
6.4 List and organization of the Unix files for NCUBE / /ELLPACK
library
7 / /ELLPACK language and preprocessor
7.1 Design philosophy of / /ELLPACK intermediate language
/ jELLPACK provides a very high level (VHL) problem statement language and an
open-ended library of modules that are designed to run on parallel MIMD computers.
TIllS language is a superset of the sequential ELLPACK language. It accepts the same
class of PDE equations, domains and grid specifications, but it allows the definition
of new segments corresponding to the requirements of parallel solvers. Specifically, we
have introduced new segments for specifying the machine/configuration pairs, domain
decomposition and mapping, and code designation. The design philosophy for the
/ /ELLPACK language is based on the following objectives:
• Compatibility with ELLPACK. Tills allows sequential ELLPACK solvers to be
involved through / /ELLPACK.
• Open system architecture. This makes the interfacing of new modules and these
systems an easy task.
• Explicit lJaml/elism. The parameters associated with parallel modules can be
explicitly defined through appropriate segments.
• ilt/u/tiple target machines. / /ELLPACK generates code fOT different target ma-
chines_
/ /ELLPACK modules communicate through fixed interfaces defined by fixed sets of
variables. These interfaces can be modified only by the specific types of modules
and are unaffected by the execution -of other modules. This feature makes it possible
for several SOLUTION segments or combination li\JDEXlNG and SOLUTION seg-
ments to follow a single DISCRETIZATION segment. Interfacing to foreign numerical
systems is possible and the solution modules of foreign systems can be specified by
prefixing the key word FOREIGN in front of the module types. (For example, FOR-
EIGN SOLUTION or FOREIGN TRIPLE.) The foreign solution modules come with
interfacing software that converts the data structures between ELLPACK and the
foreign systems.
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The / jELLPACK language is a canonical mapping between the specification of the
numerical methods and the actual parallel libraries that carry out the computation.
7.2 The new //ELLPACK segments
The / jELLPACK program consists of a sequence of segments defining the PDE prob-
lems, the discretization of the domains, the partitioning/allocation of the underlying
computation, the solution path and the output specifications. As in the case of se-
quential ELLPACK, the PDE solution modules are classified in DISCRETIZATION,
INDEXING, SOLUTION and TRIPLE. The so-called multiphase PDE solvers are
defined in terms of DISeR.. IND. and SOL. segments. These segments correspond to
the steps required for the numerical solution of PDEs. The TRIPLE segment defines
PDE solvers that incorporate the above three segments into one module.
The process of / /ELLPACK programs on parallel machines requires the handling of
several new problems such as:
• machine feature manipulation
• generic mesh specification
• domain decomposition and mapping
• interface for domain decomposition
• different models of computation
• code designation
For the specification of the solution to the above problems, we have added a number
of new segments and options. The new segments are machine, mesh, decomposi-
tion. subdomain. interface and mapping. The tools described in Section 4 generate
automatic solutions to several of these problems.
7.2.1 Machine segment
Most of the existing parallel machines expect the specification of the number of pro·
cessors/configuration topology in the parallel program. In the case of / /ELLPACK
program the user can provide this information through the machine segment. This
segment is optional and can be omitted whenever it is not needed. (Le., sequential
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Subprograms and end segments -<lIE
SUBPROGRAM
END
FIGU RE: 13: Structure of the IIELLPACK programs
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Example:
machine.
machine name = NeUSE




The / /ELLPACK system currently is using a domain processor to generate 2-D and
3-D orthogonal meshes. Por finite element methods (FEM) we generate appropriate
meshes based on the orthogonal ones. A general purpose FEM generator will be in-
terfaced together with a compatible geometry modeler. The mesh segment is optional
and its current syntax is:
Mesh segment.
Format:
mesh. mesh-class( options )
Example:
mesh. finite element (type=rectangles, dimension=2D)
7.2.3 Domain decomposition segments
The parallel processing of the POE computation requires its partitioning in load bal-
anced subcomputations. In the current version of /jELLPACK. this is done by de-
composing the associated discrete geometry data [CIIR XX]. Specifically, the grid
points or elements of a mesh are subdivided. The shared grid or nodal points among
the subdomains are called interface points. The domain decomposition segment is
used to specify the subdomains and allocate the interface points to the subdomains.
A compact textual specification of the elementsjgrid points and interface points based
on some ordering is allowed. An automatically generated decomposition is saved in
the j jELLPACK program in a list type format. For orthogonal meshes a pair (2-D) or
triple (3-D) of indices is used to specify the grids or elements of the subdomains. For
non-orthogonal meshes the enumeration or grid points or elements can be specified.
A domain decomposition can be saved and reused as long as the mesh remains the
same. The module SAVE DECOMPOSITION is used to read the decomposition data
rrom a file.
DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION SEGMENTS
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Decomposition modules:
Format:













Grid-.element...specificaticn and Interface-paint..specificat ion:
Format:
texture form: any FORTRAN condition statements on predefined
indices xi, yi and zi.
pairs or triples (of indices): (xi, yi) or (xi. yi, zi)




domain', 0.'). ('.2). (1.3). 0.4). (1.5). (1,6), (1,7). (1.8)
domain 4: (xi.ge.10) .and. (xi.le.16) .and. (yi.ge.l0) .and.(yi.le.l1)
domain i = 5,8: (xi .eq. 2*i-1) .or. (xi .eq. 2 * i)
domain 1: 1, 2, 3, 9. 10, 11, 17, 18. 19, 25, 26, 27, 33, 34, 35
interfaces.
domain i = 2,8: (xi .eq. 2*i-1)
domain 1, (1,5), (2.5). (3.5), (4.5). (4.4). (4.3)
domain 2: 10, 12, 14
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Note that more than one subdomain specification or interface specification statements
can be used in a subdomain or interface segment. In such case, the result is simply
the 'union: of the two sets...\150, an element (or grid point) is allowed to appear in
more than one subrlomain (or interface) specification statements. In tills case, the
last specification overwrite the previous specifications for the grid. These two features
simplify the specification of te.xture form of the domain decomposition significantly.
7.2.4 Mapping segment
After the domain is decomposed into subdomains, the subdomains are mapped to the
processors to be executed. Subdomains are numbered from 1 to N while processors
are numbered from 0 to P - 1 1, Dy default, subdomain I is assigned to processor
[ _ 1. Other mapping algorithms can be used by specifying the mapping function in
the mapping segment. For example, the following example defines the mapping as a










/ /ELLPACK uses a preprocessor to generate control programs which specify the con-
trol flow of the / /ELLPACK programs. Different computers use different compu-
tational models to carry out the computation thus need different control programs.
For sequential or SIMD computers, only one control program is needed. Although in
principle, a P-processor MIMD machine can run P different programs simultaneously,
it is wise to generate only one control program for all processors and use processor
IDs to guide the control flow of the program. Th.is is especially true for machines
with large number of processors. However, there are machines that use a host con·
troller to control the processing nodes (such as the Hypercube computers). In this
case, a host control program is also needed. With more than one control programs.
lIn most cases, N = P
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how does one decide which computation goes to which control program'! The answer
to this question can be split into two phases. For solution modules. this decision
ought to be made at the time when the solution modules are implemented. Therefore,
the / jELLPACK definition file (see below) needs to provide a way for the module
contributors to specify where the computation is to be done. This part is transpar-
ent to the I jELLPACK users. For / /E11PACK program, segments such as fortran.
subprogram, option. declaration. global, etc. , are provided by the users.
The notion code designator is used to designate the destination of the program. Code
designation is of the form +"destinatioll-name.l'l and can be optionally placed after
the name of the segment that is to be designated. For programs that use host-node
control program paradigm (such as NCUBE, or iPSC/2), '+host.' means that the
code generated for the segment should go to the host control program. Similarly,
'+node'means that the code for the segment should go to the node control program.
If there are more than one node programs, then the designator' +node 1.' (where I is





common I c9hbuf I i9hbuf(100)
declaration. +node.
common I c9nbuf I i9nbuf(10)
7.3 //ELLPACK preprocessor
The purpose of the / /ELLPACK preprocessor is to accept a user:s / /ELLPACK pro-
gram and translate it into FORTRAN control programs. The preprocessor is "pro-
grammed" by the / jELLPACK template which in term is generated by another pre-
processor called DC based on the / /ELLPACK definition file (see next section).
Figure 14 shows a block view of the / /ELLPACK preprocessor. The major advantage
of this organization is that substantial changes to the / /ELLPACK preprocessor can
be effected with fairly simple changes to the / /ELLPACK definition file. Adding,
deleting, modifying the module definitions and j /ELLPACK options are straightfor-
ward. And since the preprocessor is generated automatically by DC. the chance of
introducing errors to the system when doing modification is low. The / jELLPACK
preprocessor operates in four phases: system definition. analysis, dimension calcula·
tion, and code generation. In the first phase, the system definition specified in the
template is read. this initialize the characteristics of the current system. In the sec-
ond phase, the user's / /ELLPACK program is parsed and in the third phase, the
dimensions of various / /ELLPACK interface data structures are computed. In the




























FIG URE: 14: The organization of the ELLPACK preprocessor
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final phase. the control programs are generated based on the control templates in the
template file (see figure 14). The / /ELLPACK system definition template contains a
knowledge base for different classes of parallel computers. Features of the programs
can be looked up and used to control the generation of the control program.
7.3.1 Software Part Reuse
The ELLPACK project was founded on the principle of software parts technology
[RB85J. A software part is a program to perform a well-defined computational task.
The input-output form of a software part is rigidly defined so that various software
parts can be joined together to perform more complex tasks. The communication
between the software parts are done through the well-defined interfaces. The inter-
faces for IIELLPACK modules have been defined in Section 6. Here we give a brief
description of the software parts for IIELLPACK preprocessor.
IIELLPACK preprocessor reads the users l IIELLPACK program and generates ap-
propriate conuol program to carry out the specified computation. In order to ac-
complish this task the preprocessor must know certain information about each of the
IIELLPACK problem solving modules. This information is defined in the II ELL-
PACK definition file. In addition to the information about problem solving modules,
the IIELLPACK definition file also contains the default values for options. dimension
calculation definitions. and templates of the control programs. The IIELLPACK def-
inition file is first processed by an processor called DC. DC generates a IIELLPACK
template for the preprocessor and a dimension calculation routine for the IIELLPACK
preprocessor.
The template is used by the preprocessor to generate the control programs and the
dimension calculation routine is used by the preprocessor to calculate the dimensions
of various interface arrays. There are three differences between the IIELLPACK
definition files and the ELLPACK definition file:
1. The IIELLPACK definition file allows setup, fortran. discretization. solution.
and dc segments appear more than once in the definition of a module.
2. IIELLPACK allows more than one control programs be defined. For machines
that use more than one control programs. the module writers can and should
specify which control program the code should be generated for. The default
action of DC is to assign code to the first (host) control program.
3. The definition file contains multiple template definitions for different classes of
parallel computers. In contrast. the ELLPACK definition file only need to contain
one template definition for all sequential machines.
The layout of the IIELLPACK definition file is shown in Figure 15. Figure 16 shows a
sample module definition and how the code is distributed to different control programs.













FtGURE: 15: The layout of the //EL1PACK preprocessor
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IIELI.2ACKdefinition fileUser's /IELLPACK program'- .
..... + Jacobi CG
solution. Jacobi CG(itmax=100) ol~tion. 18cobi cg(itrnax=lOO, leve[:::illevl adaOI=l.&
.....
I/"
lease= . idgts=O. zeta=amaxl(5.e.6,5.cZ-rlepsm), &
cme=O..sme=tl, ([=.75, omega=l., specr::O., betab=.25)
p. +node.
i5ilrnl = 2
~ f-oI C1J( q5ilSu
IIEUJ!ACK \DC 1/ f-fOj +hosLcaU q5igslTemplate fortra +node. ,
all q5i2mn
declarations.




preprocessor V\ \'- ;" I
common Ic5itpk Iiarm(~ \common ~c5itpk~ rparmt12),zeta..






itmax = 100 level = illevl
level = illcvl iadapt = I
iadaot = I
iC3Se =I
lease = I idgLS = 0
idl!,LS = 0 zeta = <lmax(5.3-6, 5.t:2 • rlc~sm









speer = O. speer =o.
betab =.25
betab = .25
C<lll q5igsl , i5itmt = 2 •
,
if (l1fatl) call qlfall
call q5iLSu
iOmodn = iOdism




if (l1f<lU) call qlf<lll
iOmodn = iOdism
..... [Oltavn = .true
Ilnewd = .Irue.
'" ..
host control program node control program
FIGURE 16: Diagram of the mapping between definition file and I j fELL·
PACK control programs
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7.3.2 Fine tuning / /ELLPACK memory space with options
.')5
/ jELLPACK computes the storage requirements based on the de segment in the
/ jELLPACK module definition. The local storage size is allocated to be the same for
each corresponding array, so the size is taken to be the maximum size over all sub-
domains. To utilize the memory allocation of the generated program, / jELLPACK
provides some options for specifying the size of local storage. Most sizes of the local
arrays can be computed based on iOlmgr - the number of local grid points the 5ub-
domain is assigned. The system uses the following formula to estimate the default
value of iOlmgr: i9casm * (iOmgrd{numdomains) + iOcasa where numdomains is
the number of subdomains, and i9casm and i9casa are constants to adjust the sizes
(i9casm is the factor that the maximum number of grids to the the average number
of grids in subdomains and i9casa is used to adjust the estimation). For balanced
decomposition, both i9casm and i9casa can be set to 1. But for unbalanced decompo-
sition. a larger number of i9casm maybe needed. For automatic tools, more accurate
information is available so the tools can use various options we outlined below to
determine the actual sizes of the arrays.
7.4 //ELLPACK execution script
The preprocessing and execution of the / jELLPACK program is controlled by the
j jELLPACK execution script. The ELLPACK execution script performs the following
operations:
PREPROCESS: Generate the control programs
COMPILE: Compile the program for the target machine
EXECUTE: Execute the program on the target machine
DISPLAY: Display the result on the workstation
Various options arc provided for the users to control the execution o[ the j jELLPACK
programs. These options include options [or defining execution environment. options
to direct the execution. options to determine target machines. options to rename
output files. and options to specify output displays.
The following table list the new options in / jELLPACK.
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name ali'" default value
i9casm local array size multiplier 2
i9casa local array size adder 1
iOmgrd max grid points ilngrx * ilngry
iOlmgr max grid points in nodes i9casm(iOmgrdjnumdomainsl+i9casa
iOlmneq max equations in nodes lOImgr
iliwrk integer work space 1
miniworkspace 1
maxiworkspace iliwrk
ilngrxn max x-points in nodes 1
ilngryn max y-points in nodes 1
ilngrzn max z-points in nodes 1
iOlint max interface points in nodes 1
iOlmneq max equations in nodes iOlmgr
iOlbbbb size of right side vector in nodes iOlmneq
iOlcoef size of rlcoef in nodes iOlmneq
iOlidco size of ilidco in nodes iOlmneq
iOlmend size of ilendx in nodes 10lmneq
iOlmund size of ilundx in nodes 1
iOlmunk size of rlunkn in nodes iOlmgr
iOlmnco size of rleaef and ilidco in nodes 1
iOlcoe2 size of 2nd dimension of rlcoef illmnco
iOlidc2 size of 2nd dimension of ilidco illmnco
lOinbd include boundary grid points .true.
lOdnge no geometry information encoding .false.
FIGURE n OPTIONS Fa; / /ELLPACK,
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-1 Generate sequential corle
-I Interactive
-C Preprocess and compile only, generates I jELLPACK but do not execute
-D Display Set the graphical X window display option to Display
-E execution only, don't preprocess or compile
-H Mach Use Mach as host machine to run the preprocessor
-M Mach Use Mach as the target machine to run //ELLPACK
-N NPro Number of processors to use
_T Topo Network topology of the target machine
-X Use the X window for graphic display of results
-U Display Use X window to show texture results of IIELLPACK
The following table list the / jELLPACK options that has the same meaning as / /ELL.
PACK,
-2 lise double precision / /ELLPACK
_j use a standard FORTRAN 77 preprocessor
-e save the / jELLPACK control programs
_g inpuL me is to be run through genpgm
-k keep the temp directory
-l lfile include lfile in link edit
-m send message on completion
-0 ofile put / jELLPACK output on ofite
_p preprocessor only (implies ·e and -x)
-s stile put / jELLPACK SAVE output on sfile
-t trace this shell script
-u udir use udir for / jELLPACK files
-x short listing (no j jELLPACK program or error file)
-5 plfile save j jELLPACK Plot file on plfile
_1' printer send j jELLPACK Plot file to printer
The [ol1owin~ ELLPACK options have differenL meaning in j jELLPACK.
ELLPACK: -c send output to CDC for printing
j jELLPACK: -c Template use Template as the template file
ELLPACK: -d compile with debug option
/ /ELLPACK: -c ndb compile for the debugger,
-c simulator compile for the simulator.
-c performance compile for the performance facility,
-c communication compile for communication tracing.
We have described three differenL ways La specify the target machine: defining it
in the machine segment. specifying it as an option to / jELLPACK script, or using
mouse La select it from the execution tool. To avoid conflict, we define the priority of
these specification to be in the following order: interactive execution tool. option to
j /ELLPACK script, and machine segment in j /ELLPACK program. In this way, the
S ALGORITHI"IIC INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE //ELLPACK TOOLS
user can overwrite the machine segment interactively with or without the tool.
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7.5 List and organization of the UNIX source files for / jELLPACK
preprocessor




The synchronization of the above tasks depends on the way the partitioning and allo-
cation of the PDE computation is implemented. It appears that there are two efficient
methodologies for achieving these critical tasks. The first resolves this issue at the
PDE domain while the other is applied at the precedence graph of the partitioning
computation. We have developed two software tools that implement these method-
ologies. They are referred as the Domain Decomposer and the Algorithm Mapper.
Figure 6 indicates the I/O requirements of these systems while Figures 3 and 5 dis-
play the output of these tools. In the case of the domain decomposer, an interactive
option (Fig. 4) exists where the user can specify or correct a domain partition. We
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